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the first intellectual biography of the life and work of john berger john berger was one of the most influential
thinkers and writers of postwar europe as a novelist he won the booker prize in 1972 donating half his prize
money to the black panthers as a tv presenter he changed the way we looked at art with ways of seeing as a
storyteller and political activist he defended the rights and dignity of workers migrants and the oppressed around
the world far from dragging politics into art he wrote in 1953 art has dragged me into politics he remained a
revolutionary up to his death in january 2017 built around a series of watersheds at once personal and historical a
writer of our time traces berger s development from his roots as a postwar art student and polemicist in the cold
war battles of 1950s london through the heady days of the 1960s when the revolutions were not only political but
sexual and artistic to berger s reinvention as a rural storyteller and the long hangover that followed the rise and
fall of the new left drawing on first hand unpublished interviews and archival sources only recently made available
joshua sperling digs beneath the moments of controversy to reveal a figure of remarkable complexity and
resilience the portrait that emerges is of a cultural innovator as celebrated as he was often misunderstood and a
writer increasingly driven as much by what he loved as by what he opposed a writer of our time brings the many
faces of john berger together repatriating one of our great minds to the intellectual dramas of his and our time
booker wining novelist playwright essayist poet and critic even admirers rarely know john berger in all his literary
incarnations this collection of essays will for the first time take a definitive look at his extraordinary career far
from being footnotes to the main body of work berger s essays are absolutely central to it many of the ideas of the
groundbreaking ways of seeing were presented first in essays published in new society polemical reflective
radically original berger s wide ranging essays emphasise the continuities that have underpinned more than 40
years of tireless intellectual inquiry and political engagement viewed chronologically they add up in fact to a kind
of vicarious autobiography and a history of our time as refracted through the prism of art edited by geoff dyer and
published on the occasion of his 75th birthday this is an essential collection by one of the world s greatest writers
how do we see the world around us the penguin on design series includes the works of creative thinkers whose
writings on art design and the media have changed our vision forever seeing comes before words the child looks
and recognizes before it can speak but there is also another sense in which seeing comes before words it is seeing
which establishes our place in the surrounding world we explain that world with words but word can never undo
the fact that we are surrounded by it the relation between what we see and what we know is never settled john
berger s ways of seeing is one of the most stimulating and influential books on art in any language first published
in 1972 it was based on the bbc television series about which the london sunday times critic commented this is an
eye opener in more ways than one by concentrating on how we look at paintings he will almost certainly change
the way you look at pictures by now he has the 40th anniversary edition of this classic booker prize winning novel
a rich and lovely exploration of art history from one of the world s most renowned art critics and author of ways of
seeing slate a diverse cast of artists comes to life in this jargon free study zadie smith hails as among the greatest
books on art i ve ever read one of the world s most celebrated art writers takes us through centuries of drawing
and painting revealing his lifelong fascination with a diverse cast of artists berger grounds the artists in their
historical milieu in revolutionary ways whether enlarging on the prehistoric paintings of the chauvet caves or cy
twombly s linguistic and pictorial play in penetrating and singular prose berger presents entirely new ways of
thinking about artists both canonized and obscure from rembrandt to henry moore jackson pollock to picasso
throughout berger maintains the essential connection between politics art and the wider study of culture the
result is an illuminating walk through many centuries of visual culture featuring 100 black and white images from
one of the contemporary world s most incisive critical voices a wonderful artist and thinker susan sontag on john
berger telling stories is the first collection of essays exploring the multi facetted genre crossing work of john
berger from an interdisciplinary perspective no one appreciates the detail of being alive more than the dead in
lisbon a man encounters his mother sitting on a park bench who laughs with the impudence of a schoolgirl she has
been dead for fifteen years in krakow market he recognises ken his passeur the most important person in his life
between the ages of eleven and seventeen they last met when ken was sixty five forty years ago the number of
lives that enter any one life is incalculable in this nomadic and playful book which travels through fictions across
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europe seemingly disparate stories reveal themselves to be linked mislaid objects find their place and sensual
memories penetrate the present when he stands before giorgione s la tempesta booker prize winning author john
berger sees not only the painting but our whole notion of time sweeping us away from a lost eden a photograph of
a gravely joyful crowd gathered on a prague street in november 1989 provokes reflection on the meaning of
democracy and the reunion of a people with long banished hopes and dreams with the luminous essays in keeping
a rendezvous we are given to see the world as berger sees it to explore themes suggested by the work of jackson
pollock or j m w turner to contemplate the wonder of paris rendezvous are manifold between critic and art artist
and subject subject and the unknown but most significant are the rendezvous between author and reader as we
discover our perceptions informed by berger s eloquence and courageous moral imagination essential reading n 1
creative and political art criticism on landscape works from the renaissance to the present from a master
storyteller arundhati roy author of the god of small things in this brilliant collection of diverse pieces essays short
stories poems translations which spans a lifetime s engagement with art john berger reveals how he came to his
own unique way of seeing he pays homage to the writers and thinkers who influenced him such as walter
benjamin rosa luxemburg and bertolt brecht his expansive perspective takes in artistic movements and individual
artists from the renaissance to the present while never neglecting the social and political context of their creation
berger pushes at the limits of art writing demonstrating beautifully how his artist s eye makes him a storyteller in
these essays rather than a critic with landscape as an animating liberating metaphor rather than a rigid definition
this collection surveys the aesthetic landscapes that have informed challenged and nourished john berger s
understanding of the world landscapes alongside its companion portraits completes a tour through the history of
art that will be an intellectual benchmark for many years to come as a novelist essayist and cultural historian john
berger is a writer of dazzling eloquence and arresting insight whose work amounts to a subtle powerful critique of
the canons of our civilization in about looking he explores our role as observers to reveal new layers of meaning in
what we see how do the animals we look at in zoos remind us of a relationship between man and beast all but lost
in the twentieth century what is it about looking at war photographs that doubles their already potent violence
how do the nudes of rodin betray the threats to his authority and potency posed by clay and flesh and how does
solitude inform the art of giacometti in asking these and other questions berger alters the vision of anyone who
reads his work in one of the most eloquent accounts of photography ever devised originally published in 1982 and
unavailable for many years the writer john berger and the photographer jean mohr set out to understand the
fundamental nature of photography and how it makes its impact asking a range of questions what is a photograph
what do photographs mean how can they be used they give their answers in terms of a photograph as a meeting
place where the interests of the photographer the photographed the viewer and those who are using the
photography are often contradictory from these beginnings they develop a theory of photography that has at its
centre the form s essential ambiguity arguing that photography is totally unlike a film and has nothing to do with
reportage rather it constitutes another way of telling the unique combination of critic and photographer results in
a work that moves beyond the landmarks established by walter benjamin roland barthes and susan sontag to
establish a new theory of photography this unique combination of words and pictures includes 230 photographs by
jean mohr a collection of interwoven stories this is a portrait of two worlds a small alpine village bound to the
earth and by tradition and the restless future driven culture that will invade it at their moment of collision the
instrument of entrapment is love lives are lost and hearts broken john berger has made the world a better place to
live in these essays tell us how he succeeded in that task arundhati roy in this collection of essays on the work of
and conversations with john berger thirty seven of his friends artistic collaborators and followers come together to
form the first truly international and cross cultural celebration of his interventions berger has for decades through
his poetic humanism brought together geographically historically and socially disparate subjects his work
continues to throw out lifelines across genres times and types of experience opening up radical questions about
the meaning of belonging and of community in keeping with this spirit and in celebration of berger the short
essays in a jar of wild flowers challenge us all to take the brave step from limited sympathy to extended generosity
with contributions from ali smith julie christie sally potter ram rahman jean mohr nick thorpe hsiao hung pai and
many others in 1966 john berger spent three months in the forest of dean shadowing an english country gp john
sassall sassall is a fortunate man his work occupies and fulfils him he lives amongst the patients he treats the line
between his life and his work is happily blurred in a fortunate man berger s text and the photography of jean mohr
reveal with extraordinary intensity the life of a remarkable man it is a portrait of one selfless individual and the
rural community for which he became the hub drawing on psychology biography and medicine a fortunate man is
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a portrait of sacrifice it is also a profound exploration of what it means to be a doctor to serve a community and to
heal with a new introduction by writer and gp gavin francis with this provocative and infinitely moving collection
of essays a preeminent critic of our time responds to the profound questions posed by the visual world for when
john berger writes about cubism he writes not only of braque léger picasso and gris but of that incredible moment
early in this century when the world converged around a marvelouis sense of promise when he looks at the
modigiliani he sees a man s infinite love revealed in the elongated lines of the painted figure ranging from the
renaissance to the conflagration of hiroshima from the bosphorus to manhattan from the woodcarvers of a french
village to goya dürer and van gogh and from private experiences of love and of loss to the major political
upheavals of our time the sense of sight encourages us to see with the same breadth courage and moral
engagement that its author does booker prize winning author john berger presents a collection of moments each
supremely vivid that together make up a frieze of human history at the end of the millennium as well as a subtle
and affecting self portrait of their author using careful intensely visual prose snapping frozen vignettes of life
these twenty nine photocopies teach us about lying and self invention dignity and tenderness charity and courage
overflowing with the sights sounds and smells of life photocopies is a masterpiece from one of the most important
chroniclers of our time the underground sea is a succinct urgent collection of writing from john berger s archive it
brings together for the first time his work on mineworkers and the miners strikes and has been edited as a set of
actions for today publication of the underground sea marks the 40th anniversary of the 1984 5 strike at a time
when people are rediscovering the necessity power and possibilities of collective action including transcripts and
image essay of his rarely seen bbc programme germinal interviews and his essay miners it places itself in the
heart of a derbyshire mining village with reflections on the everyday life of a typical pit community berger
grapples with the politics of witness as he studies the miners labour and the wider community shaped in service to
this work reflecting on their precarity he goes back to zola s novel for hope that a new world is germinating
underneath the ground and when it arrives it will crack open the earth born to an italian father and his american
mistress g becomes in the years before the first world war a modern don juan those who read or listen to our
stories see everything as though through a lens this lens is the secret of narration and it is ground anew in every
story ground between the temporal and the timeless in our brief mortal lives we are grinders of these lenses when
john berger wrote this apparently unclassifiable book it was to become a sensation translated into nine languages
and indelible from the minds of those who read it this stunning work is a shoebox filled with delicate love letters
containing poetry and thoughts on mortality art love and absence capturing moments in time that hover above
berger s surprising landscapes from his lyrical description of the works of caravaggio and profound explorations of
death and immigration to the sight of some lilac at dusk in the mountains this is a beautiful and most intimate
response to the world around us compelling and intimate this collection of never before seen letters between the
celebrated art critic and essayist john berger and his son yves an artist is a moving look at their musings on art
memory life death and beyond written between 2015 16 with 53 color images of well known old masters and
contemporary art as well as some of the bergers own drawings and watercolors over to you is an informal back
and forth not unlike the ping pong games father and son used to play in the barn of their house it begins when
john who is in a parisian suburb sends yves who is in haute savoie an envelope of reproductions of art that have
moved him and so they begin to reveal their thoughts looking at a goya watteau twombly joan mitchell durer
caravaggio manet and euan uglow among many others but the art is just a way to summon shared emotions and
memories as well as deepen their understanding of the world and its mysteries john at 89 is the more formal
teacher yves at 39 comes across as the younger philosophical artist there are john s thoughts on the use of color
light and space in say a dürer or a beckmann to the question of staying fully alive or yves noting how much in life
exceeds our understanding the gap between our consciousness and our feeling between the said and the unsaid
that s the zone where i would like us to meet are you coming he asks his father i may need other eyes to confirm
what is really there like your eyes always did this is an exceptional and moving tribute to a relationship between a
father and son and between two artists as well as a thought provoking look at questions we all have about work
time the universe life and death the relation between what we see and what we know is never settled so opens
john berger s revolutionary million copy bestseller on how to look at art john berger s ways of seeing is one of the
most stimulating and the most influential books on art in any language first published in 1972 it was based on the
bbc television series about which the sunday times critic commented this is an eye opener in more ways than one
by concentrating on how we look at paintings he will almost certainly change the way you look at pictures by now
he has in the centre of a 1960s hospital ward sits a curtained off bed guarded by a policeman in it lies a murderer
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hidden from view and likely to die before he can be hanged for his crime in the closed regimented society of the
ward his invisible presence fractures and rebuilds the way the other patients see the world in the face of someone
who has shattered all social covenants life can no longer continue according to the rules upturning conventions
from morality to masculinity to class to prejudice the foot of clive is a masterclass on humanity from the booker
prize winning author of g ways of seeing is a key art historical work that continues to provoke widespread debate
berger first examines how our assumptions affect how we see a painting then he moves on to the role of women in
artwork the third essay deals with the relationship between subjects and ownership finally berger addresses the
idea of ownership in a consumerist society language is a body a living creature and this creature s home is the
inarticulate as well as the articulate john berger s work has revolutionized the way we understand visual language
in this new book he writes about language itself and how it relates to thought art song storytelling and political
discourse today also containing berger s own drawings notes memories and reflections on everything from albert
camus to global capitalism confabulations takes us to what is true essential and urgent with a career in literature
and art spanning more than sixty years john berger is characterized by an independent and anti institutional
approach to creativity working in a range of media including novels painting essays and scriptwriting berger s
voice has resounded through mainstream and alternative culture alike he is perhaps best known for his seminal
book of art criticism ways of seeing published in 1972 tied directly into a four part bbc television series the book
presented a radical new interpretation of western cultural aesthetics in the same year berger s experimental novel
g was awarded the man booker prize for fiction cementing his reputation as a boundary pushing writer and
thinker in this concise yet detailed study of berger s life and work the first for decades andy merrifield sheds light
on berger the man the artist and the concerned citizen merrifield shows berger to be a figure who constantly
strives to open up new horizons and also reveals the depth of feeling that infuses even his most intellectual work
in this sense berger is a creator who feels reality like the irrationalist rousseau yet is also a meticulous realist
probing objects critically and rationally like spinoza john berger stitches together art literature biography and
politics into a lucid coherent whole the result is a reader friendly freewheeling narrative which gives fascinating
insight into one of the most influential thinkers of our times the book is essential reading for students and scholars
of art literature and twentieth century culture a major new book from one of the world s leading writers and art
critics john berger one of the world s most celebrated art writers takes us through centuries of drawing and
painting revealing his lifelong fascination with a diverse cast of artists in portraits berger grounds the artists in
their historical milieu in revolutionary ways whether enlarging on the prehistoric paintings of the chauvet caves or
cy twombly s linguistic and pictorial play in penetrating and singular prose berger presents entirely new ways of
thinking about artists both canonized and obscure from rembrandt to henry moore jackson pollock to picasso
throughout berger maintains the essential connection between politics art and the wider study of culture the
result is an illuminating walk through many centuries of visual culture from one of the contemporary world s most
incisive critical voices at the height of his powers pablo picasso was the artist as revolutionary breaking through
the niceties of form in order to mount a direct challenge to the values of his time at the height of his fame he was
the artist as royalty incalculably wealthy universally idolized and wholly isolated in this stunning critical
assessment john berger one of this century s most insightful cultural historians trains his penetrating gaze upon
this most prodigious and enigmatic painter and on the spanish landscape and very particular culture that shpaed
his life and work writing with a novelist s sensuous evocation of character and detail and drawing on an erudition
that embraces history politics and art berger follows picasso from his childhood in malaga to the blue period and
cubism from the creation of guernica to the pained etchings of his final years he gives us the full measure of
picasso s triumphs and an unsparing reckoning of their cost in exile in loneliness and in a desolation that drove
him in his last works into an old man s furious and desperate frenzy at the beauty of what he could no longer
create john berger writes the pocket in question is a small pocket of resistance a pocket is formed when two or
more people come together in agreement the resistance is against the inhumanity of the new world economic
order the people coming together are the reader me and those the essays are about rembrandt palaeolithic cave
painters a romanian peasant ancient egyptians an expert in the loneliness of certain hotel bedrooms dogs at dusk
a man in a radio station and unexpectedly our exchanges strengthen each of us in our conviction that what is
happening to the world today is wrong and that what is often said about it is a lie i ve never written a book with a
greater sense of urgency in this book john berger examines the life and work of ernst neizvestny a russian sculptor
whose exclusion from the ranks of officially approved soviet artists left him laboring in enforced obscurity to
realize his monumental and very public vision of art but berger s account goes well beyond the specific dilemma of
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the pre glasnost russian artist to illuminate the very meaning of revolutionary art in his struggle against official
orthodoxy which involved a face to face confrontation with khrushchev himself neizvestny was fighting not for a
merely personal or aesthetic vision but for a recognition of the true social role of art his sculptures earn a place in
the world by reflecting the courage of a whole people by commemorating in an age of mass suffering the
resistance and endurance of millions this visionary first novel by the booker prize winning author of to the
wedding and g is at once a gripping intellectual and moral detective story and a book whose aesthetic insights
make it a companion piece to john berger s great works of art criticism ブッカー賞作家ジョン バージャーと写真家ジャン モアが 一人の田舎医者の姿を
通して人間と医療の本質を浮彫にした傑作ドキュメント 舞台はイングランド南西部の小村 階級社会の最下層に生きる村人たちは 貧困やそれに伴うさまざまなスティグマに絡めとられている 医師ササルはその村に住
みつき 傷を負った者 死に瀕する者 孤独な者のケアに当たる ササル医師が村人との間に築いた稀有な関係性を 二人のアーティストが透徹した視線で記録する 本書の観察は 人間の生の価値の観念を押し広げるよう
な数々の気づきを含んでいる 治療者とはいかなる存在なのか 他人を癒すことで癒される生 それを限りなく探り究めようとする者の幸福とその代償について ササル医師は美しくも戦慄すべき事例を提供しており 読
後も一巻全体から受けた衝撃が後を引く 原著は1967年刊 以来読み継がれ 今日の極度にマニュアル化された医療に対してますます深く問いかける 静謐でありながら強烈なメッセージを放つ一冊 a furious
homage to the homeless and a lyrical meditation on language and experience you will be led to a place you haven t
been from where few stories come you will be led by king a dog or is he to a wasteland beside the motorway called
saint valery we live within a spectacle of empty clothes and unworn masks in this series of remarkable pieces from
across his career john berger celebrates and dissects the close links between art and society and the individual
few writers give a more vivid and moving sense of how we make art and how art makes us one of twenty new
books in the bestselling penguin great ideas series this new selection showcases a diverse list of thinkers who
have helped shape our world today from anarchists to stoics feminists to prophets satirists to zen buddhists a
collection of stories set in various parts of the world the story subcommandante insurgente is on the zapatista
rebels in mexico a young woman with hand to her chin is on a ukrainian pianist and a man begging in the metro
set in france is on art



A Writer of Our Time
2018-11-20

the first intellectual biography of the life and work of john berger john berger was one of the most influential
thinkers and writers of postwar europe as a novelist he won the booker prize in 1972 donating half his prize
money to the black panthers as a tv presenter he changed the way we looked at art with ways of seeing as a
storyteller and political activist he defended the rights and dignity of workers migrants and the oppressed around
the world far from dragging politics into art he wrote in 1953 art has dragged me into politics he remained a
revolutionary up to his death in january 2017 built around a series of watersheds at once personal and historical a
writer of our time traces berger s development from his roots as a postwar art student and polemicist in the cold
war battles of 1950s london through the heady days of the 1960s when the revolutions were not only political but
sexual and artistic to berger s reinvention as a rural storyteller and the long hangover that followed the rise and
fall of the new left drawing on first hand unpublished interviews and archival sources only recently made available
joshua sperling digs beneath the moments of controversy to reveal a figure of remarkable complexity and
resilience the portrait that emerges is of a cultural innovator as celebrated as he was often misunderstood and a
writer increasingly driven as much by what he loved as by what he opposed a writer of our time brings the many
faces of john berger together repatriating one of our great minds to the intellectual dramas of his and our time

Selected Essays of John Berger
2014-09-08

booker wining novelist playwright essayist poet and critic even admirers rarely know john berger in all his literary
incarnations this collection of essays will for the first time take a definitive look at his extraordinary career far
from being footnotes to the main body of work berger s essays are absolutely central to it many of the ideas of the
groundbreaking ways of seeing were presented first in essays published in new society polemical reflective
radically original berger s wide ranging essays emphasise the continuities that have underpinned more than 40
years of tireless intellectual inquiry and political engagement viewed chronologically they add up in fact to a kind
of vicarious autobiography and a history of our time as refracted through the prism of art edited by geoff dyer and
published on the occasion of his 75th birthday this is an essential collection by one of the world s greatest writers

Ways of Seeing
2008-09-25

how do we see the world around us the penguin on design series includes the works of creative thinkers whose
writings on art design and the media have changed our vision forever seeing comes before words the child looks
and recognizes before it can speak but there is also another sense in which seeing comes before words it is seeing
which establishes our place in the surrounding world we explain that world with words but word can never undo
the fact that we are surrounded by it the relation between what we see and what we know is never settled john
berger s ways of seeing is one of the most stimulating and influential books on art in any language first published
in 1972 it was based on the bbc television series about which the london sunday times critic commented this is an
eye opener in more ways than one by concentrating on how we look at paintings he will almost certainly change
the way you look at pictures by now he has

G. John Berger
2012-01-01

the 40th anniversary edition of this classic booker prize winning novel



Ways of Telling
1986

a rich and lovely exploration of art history from one of the world s most renowned art critics and author of ways of
seeing slate a diverse cast of artists comes to life in this jargon free study zadie smith hails as among the greatest
books on art i ve ever read one of the world s most celebrated art writers takes us through centuries of drawing
and painting revealing his lifelong fascination with a diverse cast of artists berger grounds the artists in their
historical milieu in revolutionary ways whether enlarging on the prehistoric paintings of the chauvet caves or cy
twombly s linguistic and pictorial play in penetrating and singular prose berger presents entirely new ways of
thinking about artists both canonized and obscure from rembrandt to henry moore jackson pollock to picasso
throughout berger maintains the essential connection between politics art and the wider study of culture the
result is an illuminating walk through many centuries of visual culture featuring 100 black and white images from
one of the contemporary world s most incisive critical voices a wonderful artist and thinker susan sontag

Portraits
2021-12-07

on john berger telling stories is the first collection of essays exploring the multi facetted genre crossing work of
john berger from an interdisciplinary perspective

On John Berger
2015-10-14

no one appreciates the detail of being alive more than the dead in lisbon a man encounters his mother sitting on a
park bench who laughs with the impudence of a schoolgirl she has been dead for fifteen years in krakow market
he recognises ken his passeur the most important person in his life between the ages of eleven and seventeen they
last met when ken was sixty five forty years ago the number of lives that enter any one life is incalculable in this
nomadic and playful book which travels through fictions across europe seemingly disparate stories reveal
themselves to be linked mislaid objects find their place and sensual memories penetrate the present

Here Is Where We Meet
2014-08-07

when he stands before giorgione s la tempesta booker prize winning author john berger sees not only the painting
but our whole notion of time sweeping us away from a lost eden a photograph of a gravely joyful crowd gathered
on a prague street in november 1989 provokes reflection on the meaning of democracy and the reunion of a
people with long banished hopes and dreams with the luminous essays in keeping a rendezvous we are given to
see the world as berger sees it to explore themes suggested by the work of jackson pollock or j m w turner to
contemplate the wonder of paris rendezvous are manifold between critic and art artist and subject subject and the
unknown but most significant are the rendezvous between author and reader as we discover our perceptions
informed by berger s eloquence and courageous moral imagination

Keeping a Rendezvous
2011-07-13

essential reading n 1 creative and political art criticism on landscape works from the renaissance to the present
from a master storyteller arundhati roy author of the god of small things in this brilliant collection of diverse



pieces essays short stories poems translations which spans a lifetime s engagement with art john berger reveals
how he came to his own unique way of seeing he pays homage to the writers and thinkers who influenced him
such as walter benjamin rosa luxemburg and bertolt brecht his expansive perspective takes in artistic movements
and individual artists from the renaissance to the present while never neglecting the social and political context of
their creation berger pushes at the limits of art writing demonstrating beautifully how his artist s eye makes him a
storyteller in these essays rather than a critic with landscape as an animating liberating metaphor rather than a
rigid definition this collection surveys the aesthetic landscapes that have informed challenged and nourished john
berger s understanding of the world landscapes alongside its companion portraits completes a tour through the
history of art that will be an intellectual benchmark for many years to come

Landscapes
2018-11-06

as a novelist essayist and cultural historian john berger is a writer of dazzling eloquence and arresting insight
whose work amounts to a subtle powerful critique of the canons of our civilization in about looking he explores our
role as observers to reveal new layers of meaning in what we see how do the animals we look at in zoos remind us
of a relationship between man and beast all but lost in the twentieth century what is it about looking at war
photographs that doubles their already potent violence how do the nudes of rodin betray the threats to his
authority and potency posed by clay and flesh and how does solitude inform the art of giacometti in asking these
and other questions berger alters the vision of anyone who reads his work

About Looking
2015-11-19

in one of the most eloquent accounts of photography ever devised originally published in 1982 and unavailable for
many years the writer john berger and the photographer jean mohr set out to understand the fundamental nature
of photography and how it makes its impact asking a range of questions what is a photograph what do
photographs mean how can they be used they give their answers in terms of a photograph as a meeting place
where the interests of the photographer the photographed the viewer and those who are using the photography
are often contradictory from these beginnings they develop a theory of photography that has at its centre the form
s essential ambiguity arguing that photography is totally unlike a film and has nothing to do with reportage rather
it constitutes another way of telling the unique combination of critic and photographer results in a work that
moves beyond the landmarks established by walter benjamin roland barthes and susan sontag to establish a new
theory of photography this unique combination of words and pictures includes 230 photographs by jean mohr

Another Way of Telling
2016-04-07

a collection of interwoven stories this is a portrait of two worlds a small alpine village bound to the earth and by
tradition and the restless future driven culture that will invade it at their moment of collision the instrument of
entrapment is love lives are lost and hearts broken

John Berger
2012

john berger has made the world a better place to live in these essays tell us how he succeeded in that task
arundhati roy in this collection of essays on the work of and conversations with john berger thirty seven of his
friends artistic collaborators and followers come together to form the first truly international and cross cultural



celebration of his interventions berger has for decades through his poetic humanism brought together
geographically historically and socially disparate subjects his work continues to throw out lifelines across genres
times and types of experience opening up radical questions about the meaning of belonging and of community in
keeping with this spirit and in celebration of berger the short essays in a jar of wild flowers challenge us all to
take the brave step from limited sympathy to extended generosity with contributions from ali smith julie christie
sally potter ram rahman jean mohr nick thorpe hsiao hung pai and many others

Once in Europa
2014-08-30

in 1966 john berger spent three months in the forest of dean shadowing an english country gp john sassall sassall
is a fortunate man his work occupies and fulfils him he lives amongst the patients he treats the line between his
life and his work is happily blurred in a fortunate man berger s text and the photography of jean mohr reveal with
extraordinary intensity the life of a remarkable man it is a portrait of one selfless individual and the rural
community for which he became the hub drawing on psychology biography and medicine a fortunate man is a
portrait of sacrifice it is also a profound exploration of what it means to be a doctor to serve a community and to
heal with a new introduction by writer and gp gavin francis

John by Jean
2016

with this provocative and infinitely moving collection of essays a preeminent critic of our time responds to the
profound questions posed by the visual world for when john berger writes about cubism he writes not only of
braque léger picasso and gris but of that incredible moment early in this century when the world converged
around a marvelouis sense of promise when he looks at the modigiliani he sees a man s infinite love revealed in
the elongated lines of the painted figure ranging from the renaissance to the conflagration of hiroshima from the
bosphorus to manhattan from the woodcarvers of a french village to goya dürer and van gogh and from private
experiences of love and of loss to the major political upheavals of our time the sense of sight encourages us to see
with the same breadth courage and moral engagement that its author does

A Jar of Wild Flowers
2016-11-05

booker prize winning author john berger presents a collection of moments each supremely vivid that together
make up a frieze of human history at the end of the millennium as well as a subtle and affecting self portrait of
their author using careful intensely visual prose snapping frozen vignettes of life these twenty nine photocopies
teach us about lying and self invention dignity and tenderness charity and courage overflowing with the sights
sounds and smells of life photocopies is a masterpiece from one of the most important chroniclers of our time

A Fortunate Man
2015-02-05

the underground sea is a succinct urgent collection of writing from john berger s archive it brings together for the
first time his work on mineworkers and the miners strikes and has been edited as a set of actions for today
publication of the underground sea marks the 40th anniversary of the 1984 5 strike at a time when people are
rediscovering the necessity power and possibilities of collective action including transcripts and image essay of his
rarely seen bbc programme germinal interviews and his essay miners it places itself in the heart of a derbyshire
mining village with reflections on the everyday life of a typical pit community berger grapples with the politics of



witness as he studies the miners labour and the wider community shaped in service to this work reflecting on their
precarity he goes back to zola s novel for hope that a new world is germinating underneath the ground and when
it arrives it will crack open the earth

The Sense of Sight
2011-07-13

born to an italian father and his american mistress g becomes in the years before the first world war a modern don
juan

Photocopies
2011-07-13

those who read or listen to our stories see everything as though through a lens this lens is the secret of narration
and it is ground anew in every story ground between the temporal and the timeless in our brief mortal lives we are
grinders of these lenses when john berger wrote this apparently unclassifiable book it was to become a sensation
translated into nine languages and indelible from the minds of those who read it this stunning work is a shoebox
filled with delicate love letters containing poetry and thoughts on mortality art love and absence capturing
moments in time that hover above berger s surprising landscapes from his lyrical description of the works of
caravaggio and profound explorations of death and immigration to the sight of some lilac at dusk in the mountains
this is a beautiful and most intimate response to the world around us

The Underground Sea
2024-02-29

compelling and intimate this collection of never before seen letters between the celebrated art critic and essayist
john berger and his son yves an artist is a moving look at their musings on art memory life death and beyond
written between 2015 16 with 53 color images of well known old masters and contemporary art as well as some of
the bergers own drawings and watercolors over to you is an informal back and forth not unlike the ping pong
games father and son used to play in the barn of their house it begins when john who is in a parisian suburb sends
yves who is in haute savoie an envelope of reproductions of art that have moved him and so they begin to reveal
their thoughts looking at a goya watteau twombly joan mitchell durer caravaggio manet and euan uglow among
many others but the art is just a way to summon shared emotions and memories as well as deepen their
understanding of the world and its mysteries john at 89 is the more formal teacher yves at 39 comes across as the
younger philosophical artist there are john s thoughts on the use of color light and space in say a dürer or a
beckmann to the question of staying fully alive or yves noting how much in life exceeds our understanding the gap
between our consciousness and our feeling between the said and the unsaid that s the zone where i would like us
to meet are you coming he asks his father i may need other eyes to confirm what is really there like your eyes
always did this is an exceptional and moving tribute to a relationship between a father and son and between two
artists as well as a thought provoking look at questions we all have about work time the universe life and death

G.
1991

the relation between what we see and what we know is never settled so opens john berger s revolutionary million
copy bestseller on how to look at art john berger s ways of seeing is one of the most stimulating and the most
influential books on art in any language first published in 1972 it was based on the bbc television series about
which the sunday times critic commented this is an eye opener in more ways than one by concentrating on how we



look at paintings he will almost certainly change the way you look at pictures by now he has

And Our Faces, My Heart, Brief As Photos
2014-09-11

in the centre of a 1960s hospital ward sits a curtained off bed guarded by a policeman in it lies a murderer hidden
from view and likely to die before he can be hanged for his crime in the closed regimented society of the ward his
invisible presence fractures and rebuilds the way the other patients see the world in the face of someone who has
shattered all social covenants life can no longer continue according to the rules upturning conventions from
morality to masculinity to class to prejudice the foot of clive is a masterclass on humanity from the booker prize
winning author of g

Berger on Drawing
2005

ways of seeing is a key art historical work that continues to provoke widespread debate berger first examines how
our assumptions affect how we see a painting then he moves on to the role of women in artwork the third essay
deals with the relationship between subjects and ownership finally berger addresses the idea of ownership in a
consumerist society

Over to You
2024-11-12

language is a body a living creature and this creature s home is the inarticulate as well as the articulate john
berger s work has revolutionized the way we understand visual language in this new book he writes about
language itself and how it relates to thought art song storytelling and political discourse today also containing
berger s own drawings notes memories and reflections on everything from albert camus to global capitalism
confabulations takes us to what is true essential and urgent

Ways of Seeing
1990-12-01

with a career in literature and art spanning more than sixty years john berger is characterized by an independent
and anti institutional approach to creativity working in a range of media including novels painting essays and
scriptwriting berger s voice has resounded through mainstream and alternative culture alike he is perhaps best
known for his seminal book of art criticism ways of seeing published in 1972 tied directly into a four part bbc
television series the book presented a radical new interpretation of western cultural aesthetics in the same year
berger s experimental novel g was awarded the man booker prize for fiction cementing his reputation as a
boundary pushing writer and thinker in this concise yet detailed study of berger s life and work the first for
decades andy merrifield sheds light on berger the man the artist and the concerned citizen merrifield shows
berger to be a figure who constantly strives to open up new horizons and also reveals the depth of feeling that
infuses even his most intellectual work in this sense berger is a creator who feels reality like the irrationalist
rousseau yet is also a meticulous realist probing objects critically and rationally like spinoza john berger stitches
together art literature biography and politics into a lucid coherent whole the result is a reader friendly
freewheeling narrative which gives fascinating insight into one of the most influential thinkers of our times the
book is essential reading for students and scholars of art literature and twentieth century culture



The Foot of Clive
2024-01-18

a major new book from one of the world s leading writers and art critics john berger one of the world s most
celebrated art writers takes us through centuries of drawing and painting revealing his lifelong fascination with a
diverse cast of artists in portraits berger grounds the artists in their historical milieu in revolutionary ways
whether enlarging on the prehistoric paintings of the chauvet caves or cy twombly s linguistic and pictorial play in
penetrating and singular prose berger presents entirely new ways of thinking about artists both canonized and
obscure from rembrandt to henry moore jackson pollock to picasso throughout berger maintains the essential
connection between politics art and the wider study of culture the result is an illuminating walk through many
centuries of visual culture from one of the contemporary world s most incisive critical voices

An Analysis of John Berger's Ways of Seeing
2018-02-21

at the height of his powers pablo picasso was the artist as revolutionary breaking through the niceties of form in
order to mount a direct challenge to the values of his time at the height of his fame he was the artist as royalty
incalculably wealthy universally idolized and wholly isolated in this stunning critical assessment john berger one
of this century s most insightful cultural historians trains his penetrating gaze upon this most prodigious and
enigmatic painter and on the spanish landscape and very particular culture that shpaed his life and work writing
with a novelist s sensuous evocation of character and detail and drawing on an erudition that embraces history
politics and art berger follows picasso from his childhood in malaga to the blue period and cubism from the
creation of guernica to the pained etchings of his final years he gives us the full measure of picasso s triumphs and
an unsparing reckoning of their cost in exile in loneliness and in a desolation that drove him in his last works into
an old man s furious and desperate frenzy at the beauty of what he could no longer create

SEEING THROUGH DRAWING
2017

john berger writes the pocket in question is a small pocket of resistance a pocket is formed when two or more
people come together in agreement the resistance is against the inhumanity of the new world economic order the
people coming together are the reader me and those the essays are about rembrandt palaeolithic cave painters a
romanian peasant ancient egyptians an expert in the loneliness of certain hotel bedrooms dogs at dusk a man in a
radio station and unexpectedly our exchanges strengthen each of us in our conviction that what is happening to
the world today is wrong and that what is often said about it is a lie i ve never written a book with a greater sense
of urgency

Confabulations
2016-10-06

in this book john berger examines the life and work of ernst neizvestny a russian sculptor whose exclusion from
the ranks of officially approved soviet artists left him laboring in enforced obscurity to realize his monumental and
very public vision of art but berger s account goes well beyond the specific dilemma of the pre glasnost russian
artist to illuminate the very meaning of revolutionary art in his struggle against official orthodoxy which involved a
face to face confrontation with khrushchev himself neizvestny was fighting not for a merely personal or aesthetic
vision but for a recognition of the true social role of art his sculptures earn a place in the world by reflecting the
courage of a whole people by commemorating in an age of mass suffering the resistance and endurance of millions



John Berger
2013-02-15

this visionary first novel by the booker prize winning author of to the wedding and g is at once a gripping
intellectual and moral detective story and a book whose aesthetic insights make it a companion piece to john
berger s great works of art criticism

Portraits
2016-10-25

ブッカー賞作家ジョン バージャーと写真家ジャン モアが 一人の田舎医者の姿を通して人間と医療の本質を浮彫にした傑作ドキュメント 舞台はイングランド南西部の小村 階級社会の最下層に生きる村人たちは 貧困
やそれに伴うさまざまなスティグマに絡めとられている 医師ササルはその村に住みつき 傷を負った者 死に瀕する者 孤独な者のケアに当たる ササル医師が村人との間に築いた稀有な関係性を 二人のアーティストが
透徹した視線で記録する 本書の観察は 人間の生の価値の観念を押し広げるような数々の気づきを含んでいる 治療者とはいかなる存在なのか 他人を癒すことで癒される生 それを限りなく探り究めようとする者の幸
福とその代償について ササル医師は美しくも戦慄すべき事例を提供しており 読後も一巻全体から受けた衝撃が後を引く 原著は1967年刊 以来読み継がれ 今日の極度にマニュアル化された医療に対してますます
深く問いかける 静謐でありながら強烈なメッセージを放つ一冊

The Success and Failure of Picasso
2011-12-21

a furious homage to the homeless and a lyrical meditation on language and experience you will be led to a place
you haven t been from where few stories come you will be led by king a dog or is he to a wasteland beside the
motorway called saint valery

The Shape of a Pocket
2014-09-12

we live within a spectacle of empty clothes and unworn masks in this series of remarkable pieces from across his
career john berger celebrates and dissects the close links between art and society and the individual few writers
give a more vivid and moving sense of how we make art and how art makes us one of twenty new books in the
bestselling penguin great ideas series this new selection showcases a diverse list of thinkers who have helped
shape our world today from anarchists to stoics feminists to prophets satirists to zen buddhists

Art and Revolution
1997

a collection of stories set in various parts of the world the story subcommandante insurgente is on the zapatista
rebels in mexico a young woman with hand to her chin is on a ukrainian pianist and a man begging in the metro
set in france is on art

A Painter of Our Time
1981-10



果報者ササル
2016-11

King
2014-08-30

Steps Towards a Small Theory of the Visible
2020-09-24

Photocopies
1997

The White Bird
1985
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